Prohibited Items

Health & Safety inspections are conducted regularly. Scan the QR code for a complete list of prohibited items on SBU’s Terms of Occupancy. If you have any questions about items that you may or may not be allowed prior to arrival, please email campres_safety@stonybrook.edu or your Residence Hall Director.

Extension Cords  Lightning with AC Outlets/Sockets  Non CFL/LED Lightbulbs  Electrical Appliances, Air Conditioners & Space Heaters  Plug-In Air Fresheners

Foam/Gel Mattress Toppers  Non-Authorized Furniture  Candles/Incense  All Tobacco Products, Marijuana Products, & Vapes  Pets Other Than Fish

For all specifications on decorations, see section V.D. of the Terms of Occupancy  For all specifications on appliances, see sections V.B. & V.C. of the Terms of Occupancy  For all specifications on furniture, see section V.E. of the Terms of Occupancy  For all specifications on lighting, see section V.F. of the Terms of Occupancy

Not Recommended:

Peel-and-stick LED lights are not recommended as they are known to cause wall damage that students must pay for.

Terms of Occupancy: